
Indianapolis Symphony
Orchestra events spotlight
business sponsors while
promoting community culture.
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I
n 2005, a study published by the Center on Philanthropy at Indiana University revealed
that 8.9% of corporate giving in Indiana – $38.8 million – was provided to the arts. The
national average was significantly lower at 5.4%.

Indiana boasts many strong relationships between the arts and business communities.
Artistic venues enhance quality of life in communities, attracting executives and talented
workers. Businesses often contribute the funding that arts organizations need to thrive.

“The modern economy is very much built on creativity, and the arts certainly encourage
and are a recognized demonstration of creativity,” offers Linda Williamson, director of strategic
development at Ginovus. “The arts also are a huge piece when you talk about diversity of ideas
and talents. I think arts are a way to connect people, which is a way to distinguish your community.”

Music to their ears
The Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra (ISO) is one of only 17 full-time symphony orchestras

in the United States. It exemplifies mutually beneficial relationships between the arts and business
communities. 

Among its most well-known events is the Symphony on the Prairie, which takes place at
the historic Connor Prairie. Marsh Supermarkets has sponsored the program for 25 years. In
addition, Northwest Airlines supports the ISO’s pop musical series, while Eli Lilly & Company is
the lead contributor to its classical series. 

Last year, Duke Energy sponsored the ISO’s Yuletide Celebration. 
“Through that relationship, it creates some tremendous goodwill for their customer base as

well as their employees,” shares Mark Newman, vice president of the ISO. “It’s a sense of pride to
attach their name to something that has had such a tradition in the community. From our standpoint,
it allows us to continue to put on a quality production night in and night out. 

“The corporate community is very engaged,” Newman praises, “and quite frankly, we couldn’t
exist without the goodwill they extend to us and the support they show in the form of their financial
commitment – sponsorship and otherwise.”

The connections run deep. Businesses of all types and sizes contribute (money, other resources
and volunteer time) to arts and culture efforts in their communities – big and small.  

By Symone Salisbury

Strong Partnership
Arts, Business Work Together for Mutual Benefits
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Arts mecca
“The culture certainly has helped support

individuals and companies here (in Bloomington),”
maintains Williamson, former president of the
Bloomington Economic Development Corporation.
“It’s also been a huge drawing card for the recruitment
of people to the community, to the university, to
some of the large life sciences companies here.” 

Williamson points out that in addition to seeking
a “world-class workforce and a nice site for their office
building,” companies also value communities offering
a high quality of life for their employees.

One of those companies is Option Six, which
designs e-learning training courses.

“When they relocated here, they were interested
in a community that valued diversity – people of
different backgrounds and experiences, a community
that really had diversity of ideas and supported the
different perspectives,” she comments, “so when
they visited some of the restaurants and went to
different events in the community, they certainly got
a good flavor of the range of offerings.”

Changing views
Dwight Burlingame, Ph.D., is associate executive director

of the Center on Philanthropy at Indiana University.
He shares that arts organizations more and more are

discovering that the “quality of life” argument for a business
investing in their cause often isn’t enough. Facing an increasing
number and variety of funding requests, as well as financial
challenges of their own, many businesses are more interested
in tangible results and how their investment will impact their
bottom line. 

“One of the things that’s becoming more important is
‘what it (the investment) does for the overall economic health
of the community,’ ” he states. 

“I think it’s really looking at their (arts or cultural) mission,”
Burlingame suggests, “and asking the question, if you had to
sit on the other side of the desk, ‘How could our mission be a
logical partner and demonstrate a partner benefit to the company
I might be approaching?’ ”

Williamson has experienced both aspects of the exchange.
“In my work in Bloomington, I worked on behalf of the

community to attract businesses. At Ginovus, we work on
behalf of businesses to identify community locations. It’s the
other side of the table.”

Ginovus partners with companies on expansion or
relocation efforts and also community planning projects. It
works with “communities on a number of initiatives, including
looking at how communities can leverage the arts as part of
their economic development strategy.”
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The Indiana Repertory Theatre is a
popular site for business gatherings
in addition to community events.
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Educational draw
Along with their entertainment value, art and culture also

play a significant educational role in communities. 
“We have the top or the second best music school in the

world,” declares Williamson, referring to Indiana University.
“Because of that, there are performances – many of which are

free – almost every day of the week, including world-class
opera. That high level of appreciation from the university permeates
to the community.” 

She adds that many college students remain in the city
after graduating because “they find it to be a culture that could
support their creative endeavors, be that the development of
software, printing, etc.

“AuthorHouse (an online self-publishing company) was
able to launch here because there were so many people with
backgrounds or degrees in English or journalism or fine arts or
graphic arts,” she suggests. “A number of very talented, creative
people were the raw material to help get the company going.”

Newman observes, “I think the corporate community
realizes that for us to continue to grow as a culturally relevant
community, we have to have things like a symphony orchestra
and a theatre and opera and things of that nature. It adds
something to the community that if it were missing or if it didn’t
exist, it would be missed.”

Art is "on the menu" at tutto Bene, a Bloomington wine gallery.

I N F O R M A T I O N  L I N K

Resources: Linda Williamson, Ginovus, at (812) 320-4010

Mark Newman, Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra, at
(317) 231-6787

Dwight Burlingame, Center on Philanthropy at Indiana
University, at www.philanthropy.iupui.edu




